There is a compelling need for a mode of operation that can efficiently provide authenticated encryption at a higher data rate, and is capable of making use of pipelining and parallel processing. This paper describes Random Key Chaining (RKC) block cipher mode of operation that fills this need. RKC mode makes use of Deterministic Random Bit Generator (DRBG) andwith the application of DRBG every block of plaintext is being encrypted with a different key bringing it closer to one-time pad approach. The slight variation of RKC mode can be used as a confidentiality mode that can be used in application like hard-disk compression with reduced computational cost.
INTRODUCTION
Among the encryption modes, Counter mode [1] has emerged as a best method for high speed encryption but provides no protection against bit-flip attacks (also called malleability [2] ) because there is no suitable message authentication in this mode. David A. McGrew and John Viega proposed Galois/Counter Mode of Operation [3] that combines counter mode of encryption with Galois Mode of authentication and was an improvement to Carter-Wegman Counter CWC [4] mode. The key feature in GCM was: the Galois Field multiplication used for authentication can be computed in parallel, thus increasing the throughput in comparison to authentication algorithms that uses chaining mode (like CBC).
GCM comes out to be a good candidate for authenticatedencryption mode of operation and is also implemented in TLS1.2. Vinodh Gopal et al. describes an optimized implementation of GCM that combines functional stitching with novel polynomial multiplication methods, and achieved performance of 2.8 Cycles/byte. This is a new record for GCM performance on Intel processors [5] . However Furguson [6] described two weaknesses in the authentication functionality of GCM when it is used with a short authentication tag. The first weakness was construction of targeted cipher text forgery and second weakness reveals authentication key if attacker manages to create successful forgeries [7] . CBC-MAC [8] and the modes that use it to provide authentication like OMAC [9] , EAX [10] and CCM [11] cannot be pipelined or parallelized, and thus cannot provide higher data rates. In CWC mode of operation, message authentication has circuit depth longer because of additional application of block cipher due to additional post processing step [12] . This additional delay would certainly impact its performance on short packets or frames. This leaves behind CWC mode for high speed implementation.Rogaway et al. in his paper [13] described software performance of authenticatedencryption modes (CCM, GCM &different version ofOCB) across variety of platform, and OCB [14] was found to be faster than other modes. However,OCB is covered with multiple intellectual property claims. Differential cryptanalysis is a form of chosen plaintext attack. What makes it differential is that attacker choses a family of plaintexts P 0 , P 1 , P 2 … where each P i is equal to P 0 plus some small difference. For many differential attacks difference is taken as 1-bit. So, encrypting plaintexts of 'small bitdifferences' with different key will result in cipher text blocks with 'large hamming distance' in comparison to cipher text blocks that are generatedusing 'same key' again and again.
Random
Another useful property of RKC is that its slight variation can be used to provide only the confidentiality (section 7, paragraph 3), i.e., it can perform as a confidentiality mode efficiently. Pseudorandom: A process is said to be pseudorandom when the outcome is deterministic, yet also effectively random as long as the internal action of the process is hidden from the observation.
Security Strength: A number associated with the amount of work (no. of operations) required to break a cryptographic algorithm or a system. Security strength i.e. the maximum amount of work required to break the encryption algorithm of x bits key, using the brute force is 2 x . For Hash function with message digest size of x bits, the max amount of work required to break property A (as defined under the heading Hash Function) is 2
x and to break property B is 2 x/2 .
Seed: A string of bits that is used as input to a DRBG. The seed determines the internal state of the DRBG and its entropy must be sufficient to support the security strength of DRBG.
Circuit depth: Depth of a circuit is defined as the length of the longest path from the input to the output. 
E(X, Y):
Encryption using AES-256 over bit-string Y using key X. Where X is 256-bits in length and Y is 128-bits in length.
D(X, Y):
Decryption using AES-256 over bit-string Y using key X. Where X is 256-bits in length and Y is 128-bits in length.
| M |:
Length of string M, represented in number of bits.
MODE SPECIFICATION
RKC is generic encryption and authentication block cipher mode. In this paper it is defined with AES encryption algorithm. RKC is defined for only use with 128-bit block cipher, with AES-256 [15] as the encryption algorithm. The RKC idea can easily be extended to other block cipher which will require further definitions.
RKC uses Deterministic Random Bit Generator (DRBG) function for generation pseudorandom bits. DRBG generates same sequence of bits if the same seed is used again. Our DRBG function uses Hash_DRBG as specified in Section 10.1.1 of NIST SP800-90 [16] with SHA-256 [17] as the underlying hash-function. That has:
• Seed length for DRBG = 440 bits (Seed S must have sufficient entropy for generating pseudorandom number).
• Requested number of bits = 256 bits.
• Maximum number of pseudorandom bits that can be generated without reseeding ≤ 2 48 .
Initially, let's say pseudorandom number generated from DRBG is R 1 . Then encryption key K 1 for the 1 st block is obtained as:
Inputs
To send a message sender must provide the following information:
• An Encryption key K 0 , 32 bytes (256-bits) in length.
• A Seed S, 55 bytes (440-bits) in length for instantiating DRBG • Message M, that has 128(n-1) + y bits. Where n is the total number of blocks each of size 128-bits and y are the number of bits in last block.
For better performance, the total number of plaintext blocks to be encrypted (n), must be provided as an input so that appropriate number of key streams can be generated beforehand.
Encryption
The Encryption process is shown in Figure 1 .
Let's say P i denotes the plaintext block, whereas 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n is total no. of blocks of plaintext. To encrypt a message M of 128(n-1) + y bits, we first determine encryption-key stream by:
The step performed so far is a part of preprocessing. Each key generated(K i ), is used for the encryption of plaintext blocks(P i ), for i = 1 to n respectively and this can be executed in parallel.
The cipher text generated (C i ) is XOR-ed with P i to produce X i . This operation is also parallelizable. X i as computed below is used to generate authentication tag. 
= ⊕ (3)
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Decryption
Decryption process is shown in figure 2.
For decryption, receiver needs Secret Key (K 0 ), Seed S for DRBG instantiation and cipher text. For decryption, key stream (K i ) is generated, same as in equation 1. Then decryption can be executed in parallel for recovering P i . Whereas,
At the receiving end, X i is also calculated, same as in equation 3.
Authentication
Authentication part includes:
• Origin: Whether sender is legitimate or not • Integrity: There is no alteration in cipher text received.
In RKC block cipher mode the authentication is provided on plaintext and the cipher text. For authentication, 'Authentication Tag' T is used. The plaintext (P i ) and cipher text (C i ) are XOR-ed to produce 128-bit string X i , which are concatenated sequentially and processed by hash algorithm SHA-256 [17] to give authentication tag T.
The process of generating authentication data X i can also be executed in parallel. However, for producing T, complete padding (X 1 to X n ) is required. So, authentication up to much extent is parallelizable.
At receiving end, equation 3 is repeated and authentication tag T' is computed. If both T and T' matches, then cipher text is authenticated.
E (K 1 , P 1 )
DRBG
Seed 440-bits
SHA-256
Auth Tag 
Output
The final result consists of:
• Cipher textC and • The Authentication tag T Cipher text (C = C 1 || C 2 ||….. || C n ) is padded with Authentication Tag T and send to receiver.
ALGORITHM
Sender and receiver share two keys: K 0 (256-bits) and S (440-bits) using a secure channel. K 0 is the secret key required by the underlying encryption algorithm (AES-256) and S is the seed required by HASH_DRBG.
Encryption Process
1. Pre-compute encryption key stream using shared Secret Key and Seed for HASH_DRBG for n (i.e. N/128) blocks (where N is the message length)
o For i = 1 to n do
Divide plaintext of N-bits into equal length blocks (P 1 ….P n ). Where |P i | = 128.
3. Encrypt each 128 bit P i using AES-256 with K i as the encryption key. This will be executed in parallel. If T' = T, then authentication is complete.
SECURITY
Theorem 1: For encryption purposes RKC mode for AES is secure against the attacks of 2 256+440 steps of operations provided AES and underlying HASH_DRBG is secure.
Theorem 2:For authentication purposes RKC mode is secure provided underlying SHA-256 is secure.
SUMMARY
The various parameters of RKC mode of operation is compared with other authenticated encryption modes like CCM, OMAC, EAX, GCM, OCB and CWC and can be found in Annexure I.
CONCLUSION
By making use of Deterministic Random Bit Generator in RKC mode, every block of plaintext is being encrypted with a different key. So we are closing to One-time Pad (OTP) [18] with practical limit equivalent to period of DRBG nonrepetition (i.e., 2 48 pseudorandom numbers without repetition) and thus there is significant improvement in overall security of the block cipher mode.
One-time pad is also called as the perfect cipher. The idea of OTP was dropped in real world application because it requires a very long key. Key in OTP cannot be used again and so, number of keys required was also very large, and was directly proportional to number of messages. In RKC mode this problem is resolved with the use of two keys, one for encryption and other for seeding. Also, reseeding is not required in this block cipher mode because when pseudorandom number more than 2 48 is generated then shared secret key is expected to change and that would generate a different encryption key.
The slight variation of RKC mode can be used as a confidentiality mode that can be used in application like harddisk compression. For that, we need to skip the process of generating Xi, which is done by XOR-ing Pi and Ci, and this will also reduce the overall computational cost of the mode. Also, there is no restriction in the plaintext message length when authentication is not required.
